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PICTURING ^SOPS
Re-Visions oi^sop^s Fables
from
L'Estrange to Richardson
Anja Miiller

I f J

who's speaking"—^in his essay
"What is an author?"' Michel Foucault sets out from
this quotation from Samuel Beckett's TextsforNothing
to criticize the idea of the author as a more or less ingenuous originator
of his work, proposing instead the notion of an author-function that,
through the author's name, creates a certain discourse with a particular
cultural status and, hence, determines a particular mode of reception.
Given the editions oi Msop'sTables that circulated in the first half of the
eighteenth century, it seems as if it did matter who thisiEsop was under
whose name a varying number of writings were collected. The prefaces
to the collections as well as the various "Lives of iEsop" that were
added or at least referred to in the volumes infer that this author was
apparently a heavily contested issue. On the other hand, the discrepan
cies between the resulting versions of iBsop rather underscore Fou' I am quoting from a translated reprint of Michel Foucault, "What is an Author?" in Robert
Con Davisand Ronald Schleifer, eds., Contemporatyliterary CrHidsm:UUrary andCulturalStudies,
3rd ed. (New York: Longman, 1994), 342-53. The article was originally published as the
minutes of a lecture "Qu'est-ce qu'un auteur?" Bulktin de la SocieUfranfoise de Philosophie 63.3
(1969): 6-104.
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cault's assumptions concerning the author-function than refute it.
Scholars have not failed to recognize how "iEsop" served precisely as
such an ideological figure that restricted possible interpretations of the
fables in order to create official meanings, that is, morals, to the
individual texts.^ Their analyses have so far almost exclusively concen
trated on the verbal text, with special emphasis on the prefaces as the
keys to understand the collections, whereas the illustrations have been
largely neglected apart from cursory remarks on their ornamental and
entertaining character, or on their particular attraction for children.^
Moreover, the illustrations have been regarded as material referents to
the arbitrary signs of the fable text, thus establishing on the printed
page of the book a notion of the natural sign in which the signifier is
firmly linked to its material counterpart and, hence, perfectly intelligi
ble.'* As for the frontispieces, the different representations of iEsop's
figure have been commented on as visualizations of conflicting
versions of authorship which are fuUy fledged out in the prefaces. It is
apparently taken for granted that illustrations are subservient to the
word, and that their presence hardly fulfills more than a didactic or

^ Whidey righdy emphasizes that fables are far from being a politically neutral, hence "safe"
genre (David Whitley,"Samuel Richardson's^sop," in Mary Hilton, Morag Styles and Victor
Watson, eds.. Opening the Nursery Door: 'Reading, Writing and Childhood 1600-1900 [London:
Routledge, 1997], 66). Patterson argues that.®sop has been used by marginalized groups to
express radical dissent, whereas Lewis discovers in the fables a mediating potential between
oppositional standpoints; see Annabel Patterson, Fah/es of Power: Msopian Writing and Political
History (Durham: Duke University Press, 1991); andJayne Elizabeth Lewis, The English Fable:
Msop and Literary CuUure, 16S1-1740 (Cambridge: University Press, 1996).
' Whidey is exceptional insofar as he comments on Richardson's particular techruque of
illustration, suggesting that it invites children's active interaction with the book, hence
emphasizing their agency as readers whereas previous editions have rather placed the child
into the role of a passive receiver of sensual impressions (Whidey, "Richardson's ^Esop," 75).
The general neglect of investigations into word and image relationships with respect to fables
is the more surprising because, from the Middle Ages onward, this genre has often included
illustrations (see Dietmar Peil, "Beobachtungen zum Verhaltnis von Text und Bild in der
Fabelillustration des Mittelalters und der friihen Neuzeit" in Wolfgang Harms, ed.. Text and
Bild, Bild und Text,Germanistische-Symposien-Berichtbande11 [Stuttgart Metzler,1990],150).
'* Thus, Lewis claims that "L'Estrange's fables capitalize on the materiality of the text,
transferring to self-reveaUng graphic signs more and more of the powerful immediacy that
iconic signs had once possessed" (Lewis, EngSsh Fable, 25). Hence also Croxall's critique that
his opponent's work lacks a connection to the material world (according to Lewis, English
Fable, 26). In what follows, I intend to demonstrate that, especially with regard to the
frontispieces, Lewis is mistaken in her assumption that the illustrations imply a return to the
immediacy of the visual sign.
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entertaining function. I would argue, however, that there is more to
these illustrations, once we cease to restrict them to reflections of the
material world and treat them as complex signs with their own rhetoric.
With reference to Gerard Genette's discussion of paratextual devices,
my analysis will treat the respective frontispieces to some iEsopian
fable collections as visual paratexts, as thresholds to the main body of
the text which may giride and manipulate the reading process.^ Asking
how the frontispieces in three major prose collections oijEsop's Fables
published between 1692 and 1740 place the author-figure in relation to
the text and its readers, I am interested in the visual rhetoric of the
plates as well as in the interplay of word and image deployed to create
author-functions in the Fables.
My first example is Sir Roger L'Estrange's Fables of Msop and Other
Eminent Mythologistf which was published in a first folio edition
compiling an impressive bulk of 500 fables in 1692; seven years later,
a second part was added, that is often bound together with the first
edition in one volume. Upon opening the cover of the first edition, the
reader encounters a plate showing L'Estrange himself, a preface, an
account of "The Life of iEsop", and the frontispiece I am going to
discuss; the fable collection as such starts after all this paratextual
matter. The individual fables consist of the fable text, a short moral,
and an elaborate reflection which may cover several pages. Some fables
are grouped together with only one reflection applied; none of the
fables is illustrated.^ In his preface, L'Estrange enlarges on the
pedagogical purpose of his work,® invoking, in close affinity to Locke's
precepts from Some Thoughts Concerning Education, the idea of the child
as a sheet of blank paper whose first impressions should therefore be

' Genette categorizes types and functions of paratexts (for example, title, motto, preface) in
his Seuils (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1987). Although illustrations are mentioned as a case in
point in the introduction (Genette, Stmts, 7), he restricts himself to the discussion of verbal
paratexts in the further course of the volume.
' The "other eminent mythologists" include Phaedrus, La Fontaine, and many more.
' Keymer's remark that L'Estrange's collection is "illustrated with fine engravings" is therefore
misleading, if not utterly wrong; see Tom Keymer, "Pamela's Fables: jEsopian Writing and
Political Implication in Samuel Richardson and Sir Roger L'Estrange," Bultetin de la Socieie
d'E.tudes A.ngto-Americaims des Dix^Siptiemt et Dix-Hmdme Steeds 41 (1995): 91.
' He originally intended to produce an English translation for the classroom to teach children
better English; the first 383 fables are said to have been gathered from contemporary Latin
schoolbooks.
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most careftilly controlled and monitored.® His emphasis on the
importance of sensual impulses and attractions for an effective
education may surprise a modern reader who may wonder why the
volume lacks illustrations despite this insight, yet it places L'Estrange's
fable collection in Une with Renaissance emblematic traditions
according to which words can create a vivid impression on the mind
that equals the (re)presentation of a visual image so that the printed
word alone suffices to produce a verbal emblem.'" This tradition also
includes the possibility of continuous reinterpretations assigning
different moralizations to one and the same commonplace." Such
openness, however, poses a severe problem if the readers are supposed
to be children who cannot yet discern between what is morally good or
bad. In order to check an uncontrolled dissemination of meanings,
L'Estrange therefore supplements his fables with carefully elaborated
reflections as keys to a selective understanding:
An Emblem without a Key to't, is no more than [sic] a Tale
of a Tub; and that Tale sillily told too, is but One Folly
Grafted upon Another. Children are to be Taught, in the first
Place, what they Ought to do. 2dly, The Manner of Doing it:
And in the third Place, they are to be Inur'd, by the Force of
Instruction and Good Example, to the Love and Practice of
Doing their Duty; whereas on the Contrary, One Step out of
the way in the Institution, is enough to Poyson the Peace,
and the Reputation of a whole Life.'^
Although I cannot go into the political subtext ofiEsopian texts, it has
to be added that L'Estrange certainly implies that to read his jEsop's

' See: "Children are but Blank Paper, ready Indifferently for any Impression, Good or Bad,
for they take all upon Credit; and it is much in the Power of the first Comer, to Write saint,
or Devil upon't, which of the Two He pleases" (Sir Roger L'Estrange, Fables ofJEsop and Other
EminentMythologists [London, 1692], "Preface").
On the representational and epistemological implications of English Renaissance emblem
books, see the monograph by Michael Bath, Speaking Pictures: English Emblem Books and
Renaissance Culture QjonAon- Longman,1994). Murray Krieger assesses the relationship ofword
and image in such"'verbal emblems" in terms of ekphrasis;see Murray Krieger, Ekphrasis: The
Illusion of the NaturalSign (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992), 116-17.
'Bz<in,SpeakingPictures,l\.
L'Estrange, Fables of^sop,"Preface."
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Fabks "correctly" is to read them through his unmistakably Royalist
lenses so that, despite the pedagogical pretensions in the preface,
L'Estrange's Fables fonction to a great extent as a platform for political
debate." Together with the physical appearance of the elegant folio, the
volume itself thus seems to defy its use as a children's book."
The frontispiece to L'Estrange's Fabks of Msop [see figure 1]
shows iEsop in a landscape, surrounded by various animals. In his left,
he is holding a piece of paper with the words "Utile Dulci" (useful,/
sweet); the pen with the darkened tip in his right may suggest that these
words have been written by iEsop himself, but this is by no means
certain. The misshaped, hunched figure of iEsop draws on a tradition
that had been popularized in the biography by Maximus Planudes" to
which L'Estrange's refers in his own "Life of.®sop." According to this
tradition,.lEsop was a Phrygian slave serving different masters in sixthcentury Greece, and endowed with a peculiar outward appearance:
"Flat-Nosed, Hunch-Back'd, Blobber-Iipp'd; a Long Misshapen Head;
His Body Crooked all over. Big Belly'd, Baker-Legg'd, and his Com
plexion so swarthy, that he took his very Name from't; foriEsop is the
same with Aethiop."" Not enough that this iEsop could hardly run up
for a beauty contest, he was further handicapped by a speech impedi
ment that had rendered him hardly understandable until Fortune
relieved him from this defect in reward for a good deed. Louis Marin
and Jayne Lewis regard the strange insistence oniBsop's deformity as
crucial for the representational implications of^Esopian writing. ^Esop,
" See Patterson, Fab/es of Power, 141. In contrast to Keymer who considers the meanings of
L'Estrange's fables and reflections as opaque and subversive (Keymer, "Pamela's Fables,"92),
Patterson demonstrates that L'Estrange's politicizing reflections arrest the fables' meanings
in a quite authoritarian manner (Patterson, Fables of Power, 141).
" So also Keymer, 'Tamela's Fables," 91 and Whitley, "Richardson's .®sop," 70. Plumb's
remark that L'Estrange's JEsop was the first edition "specifically adapted for children" may
derive from his reading of the preface rather than from considering the volume itself; see J.
Plumb, "The New World of Children in Eighteenth-Century England," Past and Present 67
(1975): 81.
" Howard Baker's article tries to assemble an account of iEsop's life, gleaned from earliest
versions of the fictional biography; see Howard Baker, "A Portrait of Msopf The Sewanee
Review 77 (1969): 557-90. Possible sources to Planudes are also mentioned in Patterson, Fables
^PoB/rr, 15 and 160, fn. 3.
" L'Estrange, Fables of JEsop,1. This description is already found in Elizabethan collections:
"He [/Esop] was of all other men most deformed and evil shapen: for he had a great head,
large visage, long jaws, sharp eyen, a short neck, crookbacked, great belly, great legs, large
feet" (title-page for a 1551 edition printed by W Powell, quoted in Baker, "Portrait," 561).
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they argue, refers his readers to a prelinguistic stage, a mode of
representation in which signs are connected with the material world,
and in which bodies in particular serve as signifiers." Since ^Esop
himself probably never wrote down his fables, collections of the fables
are said to mythologize oral and performative traditions,^® No wonder
that visual representations of iEsop's crooked body proliferated, too,
for these representations of,^sop's body may establish a presence of
the author as well, as a link to the—^visually represented—^material
world. Commenting on the frontispiece, Lewis continues that iEsop
"shares space with his flesh and blood audience, he "poses alongside
the graphic characters which he appears to have produced"'® thus
creating a figure "born of a transparent imposture.^" In other words,
the frontispiece's function, according to Lewis, is to convey an illusion
of the natural sign that will permeate the entire fable collection^' in
order to underline the authority of the author who can endow these
signs with their unequivocal meanings in order to instruct his readers
pleasantly.
Such a reading, in my view, reduces the figures on the page to
mere icons because it neglects important structural visual elements. Let
us, for a start, look at the animals surrounding^Esop, which, at a closer
inspection, hardly form an audience as Lewis suggests. True, some of
them seem to look at the fabxilist, hut most are preoccupied with other
things. Their particular spatial arrangement as well as the unorthodox
appearance of some animals rather alludes directly to respective fable
" See Louis Marin, "The 'iEsop' Fable-Animal," in Marshall Blonsky, ed.. On Signs, 5th repr.
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991), 334—40; and Lewis, 'English Fable. It is
noteworthy, in this respect, that Aisop initially has to communicate through body-language,
and even after speech has been restored to him, he is fond of literal meanings.
" Patterson, however, deduces from a remark in the often quoted legend of Socrates recalling
Aisop shortly before his death, that written collections of the fables must have existed as early
as the fifth century BC (Patterson, Fables of Power, 6). Baker even concludes from the epithet
"Aisop of Sardis," which is used in a fragment by Callimachus, that Aisop actually wrote down
his fables in Sardis and left them in the library there (Baker, "Portrait," 564). His deductions
on the biography of the fabulist, however, ought to be taken with a pinch of salt, for he reads
poems and legendary narratives as factual accounts reflecting historical reality.
" Lewis, English Fable, IS for both quotes.
Lewis, English Fable, 91.
An illusion, by the way, that is continued in the fables where the emblematic fable (the
visual, material element) is not only linked to its meaning (the moral), but this link is even
explained in the reflection which therefore adopts a revelatory function, as it explains the
motivation of the link between sign and meaning.
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texts in the collection: There are a wolf disguising as a shepherd, an ass
in a lion's skin, a cat and mice, some mice and a beU, a fox and an ape
(who is pointing to his bottom, asking for the fox's tail to adorn it), an
eagle and a hare, to name but a few. In the background, we can
perceive a little brook with a stag contemplating its picture, a dog with
a hone, and a lamb just about to be addressed (and attacked?) by a wolf.
The composition of the plate creates the impression as if the illustra
tions to the individual fables have been dislocated and assembled in
one single frontispiece. The animals are neither a passive audience nor
material referents, they are active performers on a fabulous stage—and
as such they are conventional signs referring to a textual world (the
Fabled) rather than to a material one. Their meanings do not so much
depend on their connections to external referents, but on their
respective (spatial) contexts as well as on their function as longestablished commonplaces that are easily recognized by readers who
share a certain cultural tradition.^
The visual signs lead the viewer on to writing that is placed in the
centre of the print. Additionally, given the arrangement of the entire
folio, the plate is framed on both sides by writings to which the plate
points: whereas the animals represent the fables, "The Life of .^sop"
and the preface are equally alluded to. Following a diagonal from
iEsop's body to the upper right, one ends up—^at iEsop's end, the
scene of his legendary death by being precipitated from a cliff by the
wicked Delphians.Doubly represented in the plate, thus pointing to the
legendary tale of his life, whose veracity was harshly contested and
scarcely believed,^ the^Esop figure hardly establishes a biographically
grounded presence of the author that can regulate the process of
making meaning. How could he, fictionalized and at one level with the
animal figures as he is? The center is taken instead by the writing on the
scroll: "Utile Dulci," these are the precepts evoked in L'Estrange's own
preface, which in turn draw on a welter of didactic writing that has
been recommending this principle for centuries up to Locke's Some

With reference to English emblem books, Bath grounds this recognition on the principle
of the vraisemblabte; see Bath, Speaking 'Pictures, 5-6.
" L'Estrange himself dwells on the unreliability of the sources before rendering his own
version (L'Estrange, 'Pabks ofJEsop, 1-2).
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Thoughts ConcerningEducatio^* as probably the most recent example by
the time L'Estrange's Msop was published.^ Although this writing
appears to have originated in^Esop, it has ousted him from the center
of the image, referring instead to other writings, by other pens, guided
by other authors, one of whose counterfeit is authoritatively displayed
in the very front of the folio.
Apart from these intratexmal allusions, intertextual ones, that is,
allusions to other visual representations ofiEsop, also contest a natural
sign aesthetic in L'Estrange's frontispiece. If Planudes's biography of
.Esop is a verbal pretext to the plate, there are visual pretexts, too.
Take, for example, the frontispiece to John Ogilby's Fabks of Msop,
Paraphras'd in Verse (London, 1651), a highly popular collection with
illustrations throughout and an overdy Royalist slantin the written text
[see figure 2]
Since L'Estrange mentions Ogilby in his preface, Lewis concludes
that the latter has served as a verbal and visual model to the former. To
Lewis, Ogilby's plate suggests that Esopian examples purport to be
namral signs and thus do not need "the visible intervention of a human
author"^^ to inculcate principles. Later collections referring to Ogilby
therefore "frequently appeared to have started out as tales told in the
natural world."^ From this point of view, the meaning of the picture
is reduced to the writing underneath—a typical ekphrastic "muteilation"^' of the significational potential of a picture. By reading the
animals and the animal-Uke fabulist in a simplistic iconic manner, the
"•* See, for instance, John Locke, Some Thoughts Concerning Education, 1693, eds. John W and
Jean S. Yolton (Oxford: Clarendon, 1989); §148, 208.
This principle establishes a further link between L'Estrange's fable collection and
emblematic writing that was based on the pillars of entertainment and instruction; see Michael
Schilling, "Mediale Aspekte von Flugblatt und Emblem," Harms, ed.. Text undBild, 287; and
Bath, Speaking Pictures, 263 for the significance of this principle in emblematic literature.
The earliest British model is perhaps the illustration to William Caxton's Msop of 1484,
which is, in turn, a very similar copy from Steinhowel, whose Msop Caxton had translated.
Each of these two early editions simultaneously represents episodes from the fables and from
/Esop's life as a frame surrounding the central Aisop figure, Steinhowel's more elaborate
version even including Aisop's death.
" Lewis, English Fable, 18.
Lewis, English Fable, 17.
•' The term is Wolfs, who suggests that the visual arts themselves have to some extent
fostered the myth of visual immediacy, denying the intrinsically rhetorical quality of images;
see Bryan- Wolf, "Confessions of a Closet Ekphrastic: Literature, Painting and Other
Unnatural Relations," Yale Journal of Criticism 3 (1990): 185.
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meaning of "Sculpture" is boiled down to an exemplary illustration to
the authoritative text. I would argue that, quite on the contrary,
Ogilby's frontispiece embeds the fable in a textual world rather than
creating a connection to the material world via the medium of a printed
image. With the curtain in the upper right and .®sop standing on an
elevated mound separated by a ditch from his human audience, as if he
were on a stage, the frontispiece creates a theatrical frame within which
iEsop and his animals will perform. This theatrical frame breaks with
the illusion that the printed animals serve as a passage yielding almost
direct access to a material world. As the animals are rendered transpar
ent in their role as signs, it is their performance, that is, the signifying
process that becomes transparent, whereas the meanings of the perfor
mance may remain opaque, as is indicated by the gap between stage and
audience which prepares for the possibility of an unsuccessful
communication.^"
The subscriptio to the plate provides a further textual frame that
qualifies an unambiguous understanding of the fables' messages.
ComparingiEsop's edition to previous ones while expressing hope for
a more successful instruction of the audience, the writing aligns the
new text with a tradition of misreadings, or unacceptable readings as it
were. On the other hand, it conveys a paradoxical distrust in the
signifying power of the visual image, because one may wonder why a
written caption is necessary at all if pictures do indeed help to inculcate
principles better? Either pictures are suspected to convey their
meanings insufficiently, or they are dangerous insofar as they allow for
multiple meanings, a proliferation that is no longer governed by the
author-figure who can arrange conventional signs (that is, the animals)
in space (that is, on a stage) and establish contact with an audience, but
who cannot control the meaning of his texts. This function is taken
over by interpretive writing. Adding itself to the picture, the subscriptio
occupies a space that is separated from the printed image; however, the
printed letters themselves, framed as it were by the edges of the scroll.

^ In her seminal work on the semiotics of theatre, Erika Fischer-Lichte has outlined the
development of theatrical sign concepts from the Renaissance to the eighteenth century,
explaining that seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century theatrical signs were received as
highly conventional signs, not as immediate, natural ones; see Erika Fischer-Lichte, Smiotik
des Theaters, Bd. 2: Vom "kiinstlichen" s;um "natiirlichen" Zeichen Theater des Barock und der
Aujkldrung, 4th ed., (Tubingen: Narr, 1999), 14-28. •
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emphasize their own visual character in a degree which may suggest
that they do not necessarily possess a superior significational status to
the visual representation above. Although word and image are assigned
different spaces on the printed page in L'Estrange's and Ogilhy's
frontispieces, both are characterized by their mutual interpenetration,
constituting what Peter Wagner has called an "iconotext" and defined
as "an artifact in which the verbal and the visual signs mingle to
produce [a] rhetoric that depends on the co-presence of words and
images";^^ this co-presence may he either explicit, that is, the artifact
may indeed integrate the two media, or implicit insofar as one medium
is only alluded to.
In a similar vein, we encounter vEsop on the frontispiece to
Francis Barlow's 1687 edition oi JEsop's¥ables with hisUfe [see figure
3], next to Ogilhy's the other major Restoration fable collection. The
physical appearance of Barlow's iEsop renders this frontispiece an
equally plausible visual pretext to L'Estrange's fabulist. At first sight,
the naturalistic animals in Barlow's plate may indeed establish the
coveted Hnk to the material world, hence stand as iconic signs. As for
the figure of iEsop, Barlow's fabulist is turned into a reader-figure
through the verses in the picture frame, whereas L'Estrange's ^Esop is
staged as a writer. If one regards only the upper part of the plate, iEsop
and the animals appear to share the same status; framed by the animals,
like them a speechless body, iEsop is presented to the viewer's gaze to
be decoded. Yet the plate is incomplete without the inscription which
claims the role of the key of understanding to the plate, conceiving of
iEsop as a reader who, penetrating the book of nature, turns the
animals into transparent signs and communicates his knowledge to
man. The reader of the foHo is invited to perform a similar act, reading

" Peter Wagner, "Introduction: Ekphrasis, Iconotexts, and Intermediality; the State(s) of the
Art(s)," in Peter Wagner, ed., Icons-Texts-Iconotexts:Esstffs in Ekphrasis andIntermediality (Berlin:
De Gruyter, 1996), 16. Wagner has borrowed the term from Michael Nerlich and Alain
Montandon, extending their useof'iconotext' both semantically and chronologically;see Alain
Montandon, ed., Iconotextes (Paris: Ophrys, 1990), and Michael Nerlich, "Qu'est-ce qu'un
iconotexte? Reflexions sur le rapport texte-image photographique dans "La femme se
decouvre' d'Evelyne Sinnassamy," in Montandon, Iconotextes, 255-303. Wagner explains his
own use of the term in his "Introduction," 1-40, and provides exemplary readings in his
monograph Reading Iconotexts; Prom Swift to the Prencb Revolntion (London: Reaktion Books,
1995).
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Figure 1: Sir Roger L'Estrange, Fab/es of jEsop and Other Eminent
Mythologsts (London, 1692), frontispiece.
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Figure 2; John Ogilby, Fabks of JEsop, Paraphras'din Verse
(London, 1651), frontispiece.
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Figure 3; Francis Barlow, yEsop's Fab/es with his Life
(London, 1687), frontispiece.
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Figure 4: Samuel Croxall, Fahks ofMsop and Others (London, 1722),
iQustrating the fable of the Wolf, Kid, and Goat.
By permission of the British Library (shelfmark C.70.C.2).
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Figure 5: Samuel Croxall, Fables ofsEsop and Others (London, 1722),
frontispiece.
Courtesy of the British Library (shelfmark C.70.C.2).
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Figure 6: Samuel Croxall, Fabks of JEsop and Others
(6th ed., London, 1766), frontispiece.
By permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library.
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Figure 7: Samuel Richardson, Msop's Fables (London, 1740),
plate illustrating fables 21-30.
By permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library.
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iEsop's fables as transparent messages. Once more the written text,gen
erically marked as an outright ekphrasis^^ is positioned as the founda
tion of the meaning to be inferred from the visual image, whereas the
putative author-figure, iEsop, has been transported to another
significational space and into another representational medium (that is,
into a visual sign) where he is deprived of the control over the meaning
to be deduced from his text. AU this does not mean that the written
text indeed carries the meaning of the visual image. It only purports to
do so, and by thus dividing the plate into a visual and a verbal part, it
is easily forgotten that, even within the "verbal" part of the plate, the
writing itself is represented as if it were a picture, complete with frame
and animals (!) supporting it.
L'Estrange's Msop, in visually alluding to these pretexts also
incorporates and transforms their implications. For one thing, the
animal figures in his frontispiece are even more explicitly textualized;
we see their performance so to speak, which had been deferred to the
plates to individual fables in the previous editions. Besides, by
absorbing the written text from the margins of the picture frame right
into the plate, the figure of .^sop and his status become more
problematic—^is he a writer, a character, an icon? The result is a
somewhat ambiguous representation of authorship hovering between
the emphasis on visual corporeality of the figures' remarkable bodies
on the one hand and their integration into a textual structure of
signification on the other. From this particular tension stems part of
the representational status of the iEsop figure in both the "Life of
iEsop" and the frontispieces I have analyzed so far. In representing a
biography or a body of Aisop visually and/or verbally, the process of
representation becomes important in the first place, whereas authority
is created regardless of a "true" material referent to these representa
tions. It is therefore of no great importance whether the "Life" be
firmly grounded on historical fact or whether it is yet another fable.
From this point of view, ^Esop can be treated as a name, a generic
cipher rather than an actual being, his grotesque body is no impediment
to his authority, on the contrary, its peculiar shape even enhances the
The ekphrasis marker is the introductory "See here"; on the function of such deictic
expressions as ekphrastic markers see Norman Bryson, "Philostratus and the Imaginary
Museum," in Stephen Melville and Bill Readings, eds.. Vision and Textualit^ (Basingstoke:
Macmillan, 1995), 182.
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feasibility of thciEsop figure as a category, or function—after all,labels
ought to be stunning in order to be easily recognizable.^^ Lewis
therefore rightly concludes that '"^sop' often signifies not the known
progenitor of a text but rather the author function itselfThis,
however, is nothing else but one further possibility, another ekphrasis
trying to make meaning of the iconotext. Since L'Estrange's frontis
piece does not deploy writing as a restrictive ekphrasis the viewer is
constandy referred to other words and images outside the picture in
order to find a key to unlock its supposed meaning; the fables, the
"Life of iEsop", or the preface may serve as such devices—^but so may
the other pretexts to which the plate alludes.
My second example, Samuel Croxall's Fables of jFsop and Others
(London, 1722) exemplifies that, to other collectors, it did matter quite
a lot who this iEsop was and whether the 'Lives' were reliable historical
accounts or not. The paratext to this collection prepares the reader that
Croxall's edition will differ from L'Estrange's Msop in almost aU
respects.^^ The frontispiece is followed by a dedication to the 5-year-old
Lord Viscount Sunbury, Baron Halifax,^'^ the preface, a table of the 196
fables (which are, by the way, arranged in a different order from those
in L'Estrange's book), and an index to the morals. Each fable is headed
by an illustration of a characteristic scene [see figure 4]; the texts
themselves are often more elaborate than L'Estrange's versions,
including comments on the animal actors' motifs, feelings, and
attributes. Unlike his predecessor's, Croxall's fables are not immediately
followed by a short moral, but by an "application" embedding the

" One could add the observation thatiEsop's body, however monstrous and deformed its
shape may be, still follows to some extent the serpentine line of beauty that will amount to
signify an aesthetic ideal some decades later.
" Lewis, English Fable, 84.
The major and well researched source of this vast difference is their political antagonism.
Croxall's preface resounds with tirades against his predecessor who is blamed for maliciously
indoctrinating innocent children with Royalist ideas through the apparently harmless vehicle
of a book advertised for pedagogical purposes.
^ The dedicatee's father, the early of Halifax was one of the chief supporters of the Whiggish
propaganda in favour of a Hanoverian succession. The overtly political statement of this
dedication reveals that Croxall's professed concern about the moral integrity of English
children is hardly more disinterested than L'Estrange's (see also Patterson, Fablesof Power,143).
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moral at once into a longer reflection that is, in most cases as much the
reverse of L'Estrange's version as one may expect.^^
In the frontispiece to the first edition [see figure 5], Croxall
obviously jettisons the legendary idea of the deformed slave fabulist
and presents his readers with a European/Caucasian sage on a pedestal.
His iEsop is stern, stately, surrounded neither by a landscape nor by
animals, but by (neo)classical buildings and adults dressed like ancient
Greeks; he has been transported from nature to culture, so to speak.
Although there are several instances of writing in this plate, we cannot,
for example, read what is inside the scroll thatiEsop is clenching in his
right fist (if anything is written on it at aU). The Greek inscription on
the pedestal, "panta mythos" ("everything is a story") remains
somewhat nebulous, too: does it elevate ^Esop, the prototypical
fabulist, to the position of a master of aU stories; or is iEsop himself
declared to be all story, or fable? The subscriptio to the print may even
support the latter possibility as its supplementary comment transforms
the frontispiece into a posthumous episode from iEsop's life: "the
Athenians erected ^Esop a gigantic statue, and placed the slave for ever
on the pedestal."^®
Within this classical allusive framework consisting of architecture,
language, figures, and clothes, an impressive author-figure is created,
whose tales are no marginal slave narratives, but enunciations of a
libertarian spirit that is allusively connected with Athens, the alleged
birthplace of Western democracy. CroxaU's iEsop is not designed as a
voice of the subaltern, but as a mouthpiece of mainstream ideology.^^
But where does this magisterial and venerable figure derive his
authority from? How is his central position circumscribed? Here begins
the paradox of Croxall's frontispiece. UnUke his gesturing crooked
predecessors, Croxall's ^Esop is static, frozen on his pedestal, from
which he cannot descend. Like Ogilby's theatre director-figure, he is

" Probably the most prominent example, to which Croxall himself refers in his preface, is the
fable of the wolf and the dog.
Interestingly, such a statuary ^Esop is already visually alluded to in Steinhowel's cut that
includes an ^sop figure on a pedestal, next to the scene of ^Esop's death, however, without
breaking from the Planudes tradition as far as iEsop's body is concerned.
" All these observations find their affirmation in the preface, which construes iEsop as the
propagator of English liberty to Protestant British children,whereas the previous "corrupting"
editions may suffice, in Croxall's opinion, for the inhabitants of Catholic or non-European
countries.
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aloof, detached from the others, but he cannot even try to bridge the
distance through performance or communication, silent immobile
statue that he is. The scroll in his fist remains closed and unread,
whereas writing, in this plate, occurs in places that are traditionally
marked as spaces occupied by authoritative statements determining the
meaning of a silent (or silenced, rather) visual representation; an
inscription on a pedestal and a subscriptio on a white blank underneath
the picture from which it is separated by a thin but nevertheless distinct
line as if to reinstate the difference between an iconic picture and
authoritative writing.
If the great author is doomed to passivity, who is holding the
active part? Who produces signs and meanings? After all it seems as if
iEsop is indeed "all story," a physical/visual text to be read and
interpreted by his viewers and readers."*" And this is precisely what they
are doing: pointing at him, they are explaining"'his" ideas to oth
ers—^his interpreters are those truly in power. CroxaU's iEsop appears
to be less an author in the sense of the originator of his fables, than the
starting point for an oral and, later, a written discourse. This process is
culturally encased by a classical frame, steeped in resonances of
seemingly reliable ancient authorities that refute the proliferating
fabulous biographies,"*' however, without producing a new, alternative
biography, ^sop thus becomes a veritable simulacrum that "material
izes upon a systematic reassembly of textual pieces,'"*^ and which owes
its central position to focalization through the layer of frames around
it.
In the frontispiece to the sixth edition of CroxaU's Fables of Msop
andOthers (London,1766), some striking transformations have occurred
[see figure 6]. The scene has been somewhat altered, reintegrating
motives of the formerly criticized versions, that is, the animals and the
surrounding landscape. Yet the transformation capitaUzes on the
differences to its visual pretexts rather than attempting a mediation or
an approach to their conceptualizations. Unlike the landscape in

I disagree with Lewis who suggests that the inscription on the pedestal is only loosely
attached to ^sop (Lewis, English Fable, 73). Instead, I would argue, it is the very basis on
which he stands and by which he is determined—a key to this emblematic figure.
*" In the preface, Croxall shifts from Planudes's biography to a selection of references in a
number of classical texts to legitimize his own version of the fabulist.
English Fable, D\,
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L'Estrange's frontispiece, the scenery in Croxall's sixth edition
resembles a garden, hence a cultural, not a natural site. The animals are
realistic, but their attention is divided between two human figures; a
shady ^Esop on the left, and a writer-figure in front right. The plume
raised and a leaf with written, although illegible text on his lap, this
writer appears to be eavesdropping at the ^Esop group to pen down
what he has seen and heard. Even without establishing such a narrative
link between the two figures through a tentative ekphrasis, the
frontispiece combines oral and written tradition, granting an original
status to the former (if we identify the figure on the left as iEsop), but
the central, visually dominant position to the latter. iEsop is placed into
the position of an originating source; his Asian looks establish a
biographical link to Croxall's speculations thatyEsop may be one with
the Persian sage Lochman (the slave seems to remain as unacceptable
as a blank that would replace the author-function by the radical
anonymity of oral traditions). Yet still, this biographical grounding does
not safeguard his authority. The "true" author in the plate is the
mediating writer-figure who may only produce a copy, a written
representation of spoken words and visual impressions (both serving
as sufficient links to the material world), yet it is through this copy
only—the master copy, as it were—that any access to iEsop can be
attained at all. The written text, the work, assumes the authoritative
role; the author-figure becomes a shady almost obscure presence unless
writing represents it more intelligibly.
This shift in power and authority toward writing and the writer is
visually signaled through the distribution of light and darkness, through
the position of the individual figures in space, and through focali2ation,
as the animals direct their looks toward the writer rather than the
storyteller. In adding the writer figure upon a motif gleaned from
frontispieces that originally harbored a deformed iEsop (i.e.,iEsop in
a landscape, surrounded by animals); Croxall's sixth edition interpolates
a further level of representation that unmistakably asserts that one
cannot expect veracity from the iEsop figure—a figure whose body is
even exchangeable.'*^ Th^ fables are removed from the realm of the
natural sign, the "unclasped book of nature" into a world of explicit

•*' Still, one may ask why one has taken pains to exchange the body at all if it is professed to
be so insignificant?
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storytelling without realistic pretensions.'*^ The paradox in Croxall's
frontispieces Ues in their simultaneous obsession with an author figure
in its corporeal manifestation (central position of the statue; deliberate
control of the figure's physiognomy) on the one hand, and an outright
denial of the relevance of this figure on the other. A strong insistence
on authorship is thus paired with the shift of authority to the text, its
critic, interpreter, or reader. This duplicity is paralleled by a positioning
of the author-figure within the realm of the visual and by juxtaposing
it with instances of writing. The word and image opposition is
undermined, however, because word and image, corporeal authorfigure and authoritative writing, occupy the same representational space
within the boundaries of the iconotext, and with it, I would argue, the
same status. It is certainly not without some irony that the textual,
functional character of iEsop had already been conceded in the
frontispiece to L'Estrange's collection, Croxall's major target. The
fundamental difference between the two versions does not so much lie
in the representational status of the author, who is largely treated as a
function by both; the difference is rather constituted by how the two
antagonistic versions ideologically exploit the author-function "./Esop"
through explicit politicizations.
My third and last example, Samuel Richardson, expresses his
design to withdraw.Esop from this political and ideological batdefield
in the preface to his Msop's Fables of 1739/40.'*' This is necessary, he
argues, because his edition is particularly aimed at children.'*' So were,
avowedly, L'Estrange's and Croxall's jEsops, which did not hinder them
from perusing the fables for political propaganda. Yet by 1740, a field
of literature especially targeted at children was gradually beginning to
emerge, and according to Richardson's precepts, this field ought to be
largely exempted from political discussion—^at least in theory.'*^ What

" As John Bender has shown, the genre of the novel had by this time occupied the site in the
literary field where such pretensions were held; see John Bender,"Enlightenment Fictionand
the Scientific Hypothesis," ^epresentatiotis 61 (1998): 6-28.
Even the title page announces that his version will be "abstracted from all party consider
ations."
Samuel Richardson, JESOJI'S Fabks (London,1739), IX.
Keymer, Whitley, and Lewis have already commented on how Richardson skillfully
maneuvers between these two extreme positions, rebuking L'Es'trange's overt Jacobite
politicization while criticizing Croxall's scathingattack that completely overlooks L'Estrange's
artistic merits (which Richardson esteems higher than Croxall's), and eventually falls prey to
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interests me at present, however, is his second strategy, to turn Msop's
Fables into a veritable children's book:
As we are sensible of the aUxiring Force which Cuts or
Pictures, suited to the respective Subjects, have on the Minds
of Children, we have, in a quite new manner, ingraved on
Copper-Plates, at no small Expence, the Subject of every
Fable; and presume, that the litde Trouble which Children
win have to turn to the Cuts, as Ten of them are included in
one Plate, will rather excite their Curiosity, and stimulate their
Attention, than puzzle or confuse them, especially as the
Readers are distinctly referred both to Page and Fable in
every Representation.'*® [see figure 7]
It has been pointed out that the illustrations in Richardson's Fables
should not only render the text physically more impressive,'*' but
should also instigate children's curiosity and agency.®" If this indeed
constitutes the major innovation of the "new manner" one must admit
that this manner is not so new after all. In an interlinear version of
Msop's Fables of 1703,®* for instance, a similar arrangement of the
printed illustrated page can be found [see figure 8] .
an equally ideologizing stance. As Richardson displays a more than covert sympathy for
L'Estrange's position, his intention to depoliticize the fables for the use of children
(Richardson, ^sop's Fables, IX) ought to be taken with a grain of salt.
Richardson, Msep'sFables, XI.
So Lewis, English Fable, 28.
™ Whitley, "Richardson's ^Esop," 75.
Although this edition is often referred to as Locke's own, the attribution is not certain. It
may also be possible that the addition of "byjohn Locke, Esq." on the title page of the second
edition of 1723 was a simple strategic means to reconnect the book to the passage in Locke's
Some Thoughts of which the fable book seems to be almost an exact execution: "If his [the
child's] JEsop has Pictures in it, it wiU entertain him much the better, and encourage him to
read, when it carries the increase of Knowledge with it. For such visible Objects Children hear
talked of in vain, and without any satisfaction, whilst they have no Idea's of them; those Idea's
being not to be had from sounds; but from the Things themselves, or their Pictures. And
therefore I think, as soon as he begins to spell, as many Pictures of Animals should be got
him, as can be found, with the printed names to them,which at the same time will invite him
to read, and afford him Matter of Enquiry and knowledge" (Locke, Some Thoughts,§156,212).
These considerations envisage a further function of illustrations that is peculiar to literature
for children in suggesting that illustrations may not only refer to material referents, but that
they are powerful enough to create the ideaof a thing which is, rather than an encounter with
the 'real thing', the decisive prerequisite for making an impression on the mind.
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Although this simpler
for learning how to read English and
Latin only depicts single animals, not scenes of the fables, the structural
composition, uniting several images on one page, with a reference to
the respective fables that invites the child to leaf through till it reaches
the corresponding text, equally calls for the child's agency and active
reading, and does not conceive the child as a passive plate for imprints,
as Whidey suggests (see the quotation from Locke in footnote 51,
which clearly emphasizes inquisitive activities). In fact, looking at
Richardson's illustrations to the fables, we find far less innovation than
rearrangements and transformations of already existing visual codes
and representational strategies. The illustrations to the fables them
selves combine the multiple-print pages of the "Lockean" Msop with
motifs from the illustrations to Croxall's Fables. Due to the restricted
scope of this paper, however, I cannot enlarge on the implications
entailed by the new frame cast around the akeady-known prints,^^ but
will concentrate on the frontispiece of Richardson's edition instead
[see figure 9]. This plate visually encodes that L'Estrange's Msop
serves as the structural model onto which Richardson grafts his own
collection.^' The composition of the deformed iEsop placed in a
landscape amongst some fabulous animals immediately recalls its 1692
predecessor; even some details, such as the tree on the left, or the stag
in the background reappear.''' However, there are also several decisive
differences, such as the naturalistic representation of the animals. My
major interest, though, lies with the figure of iEsop: iEsop's body,
although deformed, is more even, only its proportions are somewhat
stunted so that he resembles a sHghtiy ill-shaped child; his features can

One could, for example, demonstrate, how the reference to the alleged "Lockean" edition
establishes an educational frame for Richardson's fables, endowing them with a didactic
purpose—and associating children's literature with teaching. The diminuitive size as well as
the square frame signal simplicity and plainness in comparison to Croxall's framed, oval
medals. Whereas the latters thus visually exhibit their derivation from the emblem tradition,
Richardson's illustrations, through their different frames, also signal the turn towards aliterary
genre that will be aimed primarily at children—emblems were read by adults and children
alike—and that will be both entertaining and educating.
" The sequence of the selected fables, for example, follows the arrangement of L'Estrange's
edition. Besides, the fables also display the tripartite structure with fable text, moral and
a—less verbose—^reflection.
^ The frontispiece to Francis Barlow's Aisop is certainly another visual pretext to the plate in
Richardson's book; I would argue that both also share a common emphasis on an alleged
natural sign aesthetic.
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hardly be identified as non-European. Plis death is erased from the
picture, and transferred instead to the last plate of the illustrations to
the "Life of jEsop" that precedes the fable collection. These alterations
result in a toned-down version of ^Esop, rendering the monstrous
fabulist physically and visually more placable. In addition to that,
Richardson's collection abandons any claim of the biography for
historicity by illustrating the "Life" in the same manner as the fables;
likewise, the author's life is discarded as a source of authority. In fact,
it even seems as if the figure of^sop has ceded all its author-ity to the
editor of the collection, an editor who freely accounts for all the
changes, omissions and elisions he has considered to be necessary^'—^in
short, someone who has interfered with the collection according to his
own authority—^which in turn, reduces the literally decentered iEsopauthor to a figure at one level with his fictitious animals.
This alone does not fundamentally distinguish Richardson's
frontispiece from the previous versions, because similar textualizing
and fictionalizing strategies are discernible in the other frontispieces I
have commented on. The major difference, in my opinion, consists in
the fact that writing is not explicitly present in Richardson's frontis
piece. Although the print appears on the lower half of the title page to
the book, the arrangement of printed letters and plate seems to suggest
a clear separation of the visual image from the verbal title matters, as
is, for example, indicated in the distinct Unes dividing the page into
several sections. The plate itself does not contain any visible inscrip
tion. Without such an intrusive verbal comment, the figures on the
plate to Richardson's book do indeed appear to function mimetically
as immediate links to or evocations of the material world; they
communicate through their bodies, not through words. In order to
assess the difference between Richardson's frontispiece and illustra
tions and their visual and verbal pretexts, I think it is important to
consider that these transformations occur in an edition expressly
designed for children. By using the same mode of illustration for the
"Life of .Esop" and the fables, the unreliable character of the sources
to the "Life" is acknowledged and the status of the biography is clearly
marked as "fiction" from the outset of the volume. Without having to

Accordingly, some lists after the preface meticulously trace the changes and omissions
Richardson had undertaken in preparing his own volume.
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omit the life story altogether, Richardson's version thus manages to
retain this popular element of iEsopian collections while nevertheless
creating a realm of "facticity" for children that does not encourage the
young readers to blur fact and fiction.'® Similarly, the structural parallel
to the illustrations of the "Lockean" schoolbook version signals that
didactic purposes, not historical facts, are the major aims of the stories.
As the fables themselves do not in the least pretend to recount
historical facts, Richardson can easily allow for talking animals and the
hke, unlike Rousseau, who, some years later, scorned fables as totally
inadequate reading material for children precisely for their lacking
verisimilitude, because, in real Ufe, animals and things do not hold
discourse.'^
Finally, without any visual presence of a written text (there are no
inscriptions, scrolls, captions, etc., only bodies and gestures), the
frontispiece to Richardson's
purports to return to the idea
of the natural sign, or at least, it represents a world in a pretextual,
prelinguistic stage in which this idea prevails. In such a stage, the
author-function is superseded by a more diffuse notion of an oral
tradition.'^ Accordingly, "The Life of ^Esop" has been turned into a
fable, too, whose protagonist shares the same emblematic status with
the fable animals while forfeiting his authoritative position. This does
not mean that the frontispiece to Richardson's jEsop is itself such a
natural sign; its position on the title page, its allusions to the fables, the
"Life of.E!.sop" and the collections published before, render it as much
an iconotext mingling allusions to writing and visual representations as
the frontispieces to the previous editions. The illusion of the natural
visual sign is particularly created by the (visual) absence of written texts
on the surface of the printed plate. Reconnecting the fables thus with
a representational primitivism on the one hand and childhood on the

^ The emergence of children's literaUire as a distinct genre in the literary field was
accompanied by polemical attacks against unrealistic, fantastic stories, fairy tales and
chapbooks, for instance. Such revels in imagination, it was argued, would dangerously impede
the child's education to a reason-guided citizen; see Geoffrey Summerfield, Fanta^ and Reason:
Children's Uterature in the Eighteenth Century (London: Methuen, 1984).
" See Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile, ou de I'education, 1762, in Jean-Jacques Rousseau, CEuvres
computes. Vol. IV, eds. Bernard Gagnebin and Marcel Raymond (Paris; Gallimard, 1969),
350-57.
It comes also very close to Foucault's speculations about a culture that has jettisoned the
author-function; see Foucault, "Qu'est-ce qu'un auteur?" 95.
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other, the fable collection also positions its prospective child readers in
a particularly delineated area within the literary field. As the alleged
primitivism of the fables renders them the ideal reading material for
children,'® thisgenre sets up a cognitive frame that associates childhood
with the corporeal world and supposedly immediate, natural signs
representing this world. It is within this frame that the illustrations to
the fables are assigned a merely entertaining, material function, and are
not treated as what they are—highly conventional signs to he decoded.
Illustrations to early children's books consequently include particularly
simple, prototypical figures, often rendered in woodcuts and, with the
advancement of printing techniques, in bright colors.®* A parallel
development can be traced in later, depoliticized readings of the fables
as a safe, ideologically neutral ground for children's literature. The
author-function, finally, also seems to have been drained of its overt
political implications to facilitate a mode of reception that hardly allows
for subversive readings—a strategy that is in itself, of course, hardly
exempt from ideological implications. Reconsidering the critical
comments on the illustrations to the editions of yEsop's Fabks I have
discussed, it seems as if this cognitive framework for children's writing
has been generalized and adopted to the illustrations of other editions
ever since, even if these editions were conceived for adults. What is
more, it seems to have seaped right into criticism itself so that it has
become almost a commonplace to glean over the illustrations to Msop's
Fables as if they were indeed nothing but representationally restricted
natural signs, designed for mere entertainment and iconic links to the
material world. It his high time to break these critical confinements of
a natural sign fallacy and to acknowledge the significance—^in the
various implications of this word—of illustrations, even in so-called
children's literature as complex coded iconotexts.

The same is also used as an explanation for fables' attraction to American Indians, see
Lewis, English Fable, 48.
One example—to stay within the genre of yEsopian writing—^isJohn Newbery's Fables in
Verse, for the Improvement of the Young and Old, l^ Abraham Msop, Esq. To which are added, Fables in
Verse and Prose; with theConversation of Birds andBeasts, attheir several Meetings, Routs,andAssemblies;
F) Woglog the Great Giant (London, 1765). I have quoted the full title of Newbery's little book,
because it illustrates a further step toward a fiill fictionalization ofyEsop, whose"authorship"
now ranks equally with that of one of Newbery's own characters, the notorious giant Woglog.

